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As you know our Order has three Grand Priories, one in 
Belgium, one in Australia and one in Malta. Whereas the 
two first mentioned have their names showing their 
geographical belonging, the third one has the more 
special name The Russian Grand Priory of Malta.
Some of you know, but some others may be not, why Russia 
has come into the name, and for general information it 
seems appropriate to bring forward the explanation, which 
also gives an opportunity to recapitulate important parts of 
the Order’s History

One must go back to the fatal year 1798, where the Order 
left Malta and the larger part of the Knights went to Russia 
and chose the Tsar Paul I as Grand Master. Even in the first 
part of our Constitution it is written, that the Order bases its 
traditions among other upon two Russian Grand Priories, 
one Orthodox and one Catholic.

At the same time, it is to be remembered that together with 
the Knights were brought to St. Petersburg the sacred relics 

of the Order, namely the right hand of St. John the Baptist 
(with which he baptized Jesus), a splinter of the Holy Cross 
and the famous Icon the Lady of Filermos showing the 
Virgin Mary and traditionally said to be painted by the 
Evangelist St. Luke. The Tsar hereafter adorned the Icon with 
a rim of Jewels.

Knights and Dames in St. John, The relics stayed there 
until the Russian 
Revolution, which 
they survived, and 

they were brought to 
Denmark and placed 
into the care of the 
late Tsar Nicolas’ 
Mother the Dowager 
Tsarina Dagmar, who 
kept them until her 
death in 1928. After 
that they were 

placed in the custody 
of the Royal House of 
Karageorgevitch
whose head was King
Alexander, King Peter’s Father, after whose murder 
Peter became King. When the Germans occupied 
Yugoslavia in World War Two King Peter took 
precautions to save once more the relics and had 
them put safely away in a Monastery in Montenegro. 
There they still are, the Hand and the Splinter in a 
Monastery, and the Icon in the National Museum, both 
in the old Capital Cetinje.
But what happened to the other part of the tradition, 
the Russian Grand Priory? That was no longer there 
(…)
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(…) and stayed in oblivion until King Peter had created our Order in 
1963 with the Constitution of 1964. When you read that you will see that 
according to the wish of the last Tsar the protection he had held of the 
Order was transferred to the House of Karageorgevitch, the head of 
which came to be King Peter.
This was King Peter’s background for creating our Order, but still in 
1963/4 there was no Russian Grand Priory. This was of course a grave 
concern for King Peter, and accordingly he decided in 1970 as his last 
formal act to institute the present now existing Russian Grand Priory of 

Malta, in this way fulfilling the tradition.
We must all be aware that exactly this course of events and the 
existence of the Russian Grand Priory of Malta is the foundation for our 
Order, and we hold through that a precious safeguard for it. You know 
that there are other branches claiming all sorts of rights but none of 
them has ours. 

Sincerely in Christ and St.-John,

Peter Gabrielsen
Lt. Grand Master



Rev. Fr. Niels REFSKOU 
Chairman E.C.
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SCIENCE 

and RELIGION

In the last number of The International Herald was a quo-
tation from Einstein: Science without religion is lame. Reli-
gion without science is blind. The relationship between 
science and religion is often a troublesome question for 
believers, because many say, that science undermines 
the truth of religion. How can you say e.g. that God has 

created the world when the astrophysics talks about the 
Big Bang, and say that both opinions are true? What is 
science and what is religion? 

First: We use science to describe the world, how it is 
composed, and in this context, we use e.g. astrophysics, 
biology or mathematics.  Second: We use religion to 
interpret the world and the life, how we must behave 
towards other human beings e.g. the golden rule: Do to 
others as you would have them do to you. The truth of 
science and the truth of religion are truths in different 
levels.

When I taught confirmation candidates I always started 
with this lecture:
When we deal with the truth of science and the truth of 
faith, it is necessary to make clear that our way of 
acknowledging things can be divided into three layers or 
categories:

1. The truth according to mathematics and natural 

sciences. Here are the truths that are considered true to all, 
for example. 2 + 2 = 4. It is a truth that applies to all people. 
The same applies to chemistry and physics, for example. 
"Acid + base = salt + water" or "a body immersed in water 
loses as much as weight as the displaced liquid weighs." 
Here are truths that can be verified that can be proven as 
always valid.
2. The historical truth. This recognition is based on 
experiences that are not commonly available. E.g. how 

many students are present in the classroom? This can be 
seen by counting, possibly transferred to protocol. The 
peculiarity of this truth is that only the students who were

Galileo Galilei

present and the 
teacher who made the 
countdown can 
certainly say how many 
students were. Everyone 
else is referred to 
believing in their 
information that they 
speak true and have 
spoken correctly.
A good example of 
how difficult it is to deal 
with this kind of truth, we 
have, for example, in 
the police work. 
(…)



Rev. Fr. Niels REFSKOU 

Chairman E.C.
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(…) Imagine an accident happening in a crossroads. The 
police find four witnesses who have stood on each corner. 
Because they have seen the accident from different 
angles, they each give their own testimony, their own 
perception of what has happened. The police thus have 
four different descriptions of the same accident and must 
combine the four testimonies and compare them with the 
measurements they themselves have made at the 
accident site.
The historical truth is thus always dependent on the 
witnesses' reliability, and it is therefore only an 
approximation to the truth. Thus, the historical truth is never 
absolutely the same as the mathematical-natural truth.

closest is threatened, we will use killing if necessary to 
defend him. In this case, the "Do not Kill" bid conflicts with 
the command to love your neighbor, and here the 
concern for the beloved will always overdo the concern 
of the attacker. The moral truth is, therefore, ideally true, 
but in practice it can be moderated.
The moral truth is only bound to a given society. E.g. in 
today's Denmark we would find bloodshed repulsive, 
while our ancestors, the Vikings more than 1000 years ago 
would think they were without honor if they did not 
revenged killings with killing. The same honorary concepts 
lay e.g. behind the use of duel officially prohibited by law, 
but no less used. The moral truth can thus change from 
time to time and from society to society. The moral truth 
cannot be proved by mathematical-natural science but 
is based solely on mutual recognition.
The same applies in principle to the religious truth, as
morality in most societies is religiously morality in (…)

3. The moral-religious truth. This acknowledgment 
concerning values such as good and evil, love and 
hatred, is based on mutual recognition in each society. 
When we say that one shall not kill, it is at the same time 
an absolute truth that we in our society regard as true 
and a truth with modifications because we also know 
that e.g. in war you may have to kill and if one of our
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Chairman E.C.

Rev. Niels REFSKOU, KJSJ,
Chairman of the Ecclesiastical 

Council
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(…) most societies is religiously founded e.g. the ten 
commandments given by God on Mount Sinai.

When we talk about God, we must acknowledge that we 
cannot prove his existence by mathematical-scientific 
science. God is spirit - with a philosophical vocabulary: he 
is transcendent and therefore he evokes physical recogni-
tion. When it comes to God, we are solely referring to 
faith. We can also say that God is the claim, the spiritual 
truth we dare to live our lives on.
The religious truth is expressed in symbols. Our creeds are 
called - with a theological vocabulary - symbols. As God 
avoids an immediate physical recognition, we must talk 
about him in symbols or parables.
The symbolic truth is another form of truth than the 
mathematical-scientific truth and the historical truth, and 
you therefore must understand that you cannot blend 
these truths together. It is equally wrong to mix God into 
the mathematical-scientific truth and to mix the 
mathematical-scientific knowledge into religious 
questions. As we cannot physically recognize God, we 
cannot use him as an objective cause for different events. 
Nor can we objectively and irrefutably demonstrate that 

an otherwise unexplained healing is caused by God. Here 
we are referring solely to the faith, to the religion, to the 
symbolic truth.



CHARITY: WOUNDED VETERAN’S POLO TOURNAMENT
Priory of the Pacific (USA)

August 12th, 2018.
Wine Country Polo Club in Santa Rosa, CA

On a bright beautiful day, Sunday 12 August, the St. Francis 
Commandery of the  Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, Knights 
Hospitaller, hosted the 9th annual polo  match at the Wine 

Country Polo Club in Santa Rosa, CA. This event is one of the 
fund raisers held annually to raise funds to aid local charities 
that provide support to wounded veterans in the San Francisco 
Bay Area.

Chevalier Michael Keigwin, KSJ, was chairman of the event and 
put in numerous  hours of work to ensure an outstanding event. 
With assistance from Chevalier William Chadwick, Commander 
of the Commandery, and Chevalier Stephen Pendas, KGSJ,  
Chevalier Keigwin assembled a team of dedicated people to 
plan and execute the festivities of the day.  Dame Nancy 
Glenn, DGSJ, organized and provided outstanding table 
decorations and utilized the local Boy Scouts to assist her in 
placing the decorative centerpieces.  Dame Barbara Weghorn, 
DGSJ,  assisted with decorations and also was very helpful with 
registrations before and during the event.  Dame Glenn and 
Chevalier Judson Goldsmith, KSJ,  assisted with the entry 
registration and directed guests to the appropriate tables.  
Chevalier Scott Powell, KSJ, organized and participated in the 
color guard for the opening ceremony.  His wife, Kim, worked 
extensively before and during the event and also kept the web 
site current and interesting.
Chevalier Keith Dion, KSJ, assisted with the many volunteers 
who help with the event each year.  Chevalier Gordon (…)
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CHARITY: WOUNDED VETERAN’S POLO TOURNAMENT
Priory of the Pacific (USA)

(…) Hess, KSJ, and his wife Carol spent many hours organizing the 
Silent Auction and working with the Pacific Auction Company to 
deliver a very successful auction which contributed  to the financial
success of the day.  Thanks go to those who contributed items for 
the auction which is very important fo the Commandery and the 
financial  bottom line of the day.  

Chevalier Christopher P.P. Barnes, GCSJ, and Chevalier Paul Griffin, 
CGSJ, were instrumental in arranging for world class polo which fea-
tured four teams which were sponsored by members of the Com-
mandery and guests. The four teams were: The Schlosser Family 
Crusaders; The Kaplan Birthday Blazers; Rough Riders sponsored by 
Mario Schuhmann, Ron Foreman and Dame Barbara Weghorn; 
Closeburn Station sponsored by Chevalier Griffin, Chevalier Michael 
Mc Dermott, KSJ, and Chevalier Biz Obley, KJSJ. Two matches were 
held featuring players from Argentina and local players and gave 
the guests two outstanding matches which was narrated by 
Chevalier Griffin while guests enjoyed a special  luncheon with wine 
and champagne.  At the intermission between the polo matches, 
the Ladies Hat Contest and divot stomp with champagne was held 
on the field.  Mrs. Catherine Barnes conducted the hat contest 
which featured many colorful and original hats and produced a 
worthy winner. The Hat Contest is always a popular event and has 
grown over the years.  Also on the program on the field were the 
Tembourine Vaulters, an equestrian vaulting team that had their first 

competition In 1983 and has progressed over the years. They provi-
ded exciting vaulting by young riders to the delight of the guests. 

A successful event requires planning and participation by the 
Commandery.  Dame Mary Tiscornia, DGSJ, and Dame Barbara 
Wehorn, DGSJ, both purchased tables for 8 guests as did (…)
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CHARITY: WOUNDED VETERAN’S POLO TOURNAMENT
Priory of the Pacific (USA)
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CHARITY: WOUNDED VETERAN’S POLO TOURNAMENT
Priory of the Pacific (USA)

(…) Chevalier Al Cavey, KGSJ, Chevalier Juan Lorenzo, KSJ, (also 

donated to the silent auction), Chevalier Gordon Hess, KSJ, 
Chevalier Michael Mc Dermott, KSJ, Chevalier Michael Raddie, 
KSJ, and Chevalier Sam Miller, KSJ.  Chevalier Barnes hosted a 
table and worked diligently to provide donated wine as did 
Commander Chadwick and Mark Corsi, KSJ.  Guest Eleanor Elrod 
also purchased tables for guests and Chevalier Charles Olson, KSJ  
brought four guests from Jolly ol England to watch the polo mat-
ches and give a significant boost to the “boot appeal.”

It was a grand day in a beautiful setting, with mountains as a 
backdrop, outstanding  polo on the field, exciting conversations 
among the guests, and plenty of champagne for the players and 
guests.  Well done to the committee and Chairman Keigwin, and 
to all who attended.

Yours in St. John,

Biz Obley, KJSJ.
Prior,

Pacific Priory (USA)
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QUOTE on (the paradox of) TOLERANCE

Unlimited tolerance must lead to the disappearance of 

tolerance. If we extend unlimited tolerance even to 

those who are intolerant, if we are not prepared to 

defend a tolerant society against the onslaught of the 

intolerant, then the tolerant will be destroyed, and 
tolerance with them.

In this formulation, I do not imply, for instance, that we 

should always suppress the utterance of intolerant 

philosophies; as long as we can counter them by 

rational argument and keep them in check by public 

opinion, suppression would certainly be unwise. But we 

should claim the right to suppress them if necessary 

even by force; for it may easily turn out that they are not 

prepared to meet us on the level of rational argument, 

but begin by denouncing all argument; they may forbid 

their followers to listen to rational argument, because it is 

deceptive, and teach them to answer arguments by 

the use of their fists or pistols. We should therefore claim, 

in the name of tolerance, the right not to tolerate the 

intolerant.

Karl POPPER, 1945.
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REFLECTIONS on

HOPE (part II)

(…) When a person is thought to be dying and there is no 
hope of recovery (insofar as we can tell) the question 
becomes ‘’Should we tell ?’, The dilemma exists for 
family, physicians and other health carers. For some, the issue 
is straightforward: tell ! Allow the patient to make preparations 
for death, to say farewell and possibly even to be at peace. 
For others, however, the issue is not as straightforward. The 
distress of knowing of imminent death overrides the possibility 
of peaceful exit, and some say far better to tell relatives or 
even close friends than worry the dying patient. Does 
anything go if it is likely to be of comfort? In a time of ‘fake’ 
news it may be that for some ‘fake’ hope is preferable. 

Despite increased openness to discussion differing 
opinions persist as to the best way to counsel, not only 
among the carers but also in the patient population. 
Several studies have demonstrated that many patients, 
when told that their prognosis is hopeless, will insist later 
that they have never been told. It would seem that about 
one third of patients respond in this way - even when 
told by several people at the same time. Nor should we 
focus only on those in denial about fatal illnesses. 
Many hang grimly on to a relationship, job or family 
hoping that the good times will come again. The ‘some 
day my ship will come home and then I will be happy’ 
attitude allows for extraordinary pain and suffering to be 
endured. It is interesting to note that the word ‘patient’ 
comes from the same source as ‘patience’ and ‘passion’ 
(as in the Passion of Jesus) and literally refers to one who 
suffers, especially one who endures quietly. Other studies 
suggest that those allowed to explore their fears in a 
group setting, where they are able to discuss the 
imminence of death and the effects on their families, will 
live longer than those who do not have this opportunity.

These attitudes persist throughout medicine, as the 
following may demonstrate. Some years ago, while 
working in an overseas University hospital, some of my 
medical colleagues found themselves threatened. 
Strange threats, some verbal, others via unwellcome mail 
or phone calls saying that their homes would be been 
damaged and their mail interfered with, because they 

had dared to challenge a so called expert who was 
giving cancer patients hope that others could (…)

Part II of REFLECTIONS on HOPE 
by Prof. Em. William McLEOD

(Part I was published in the 2/2018 edition)
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Reflections on
HOPE (part II)

(…) not or would not give. An individual posing as a 

cancer specialist - the ‘expert’- set up his practice in the 
Universi-ty hospital. Some expressed doubts about his 

credentials but since he had fled the Communist 
uprising in Czechoslovakia, his United Nations sponsors 
spoke for him. Despite claiming amazing successes with 
many patients and their relatives declaring miracles 
about this man autopsy records showed that the 
mortality rate was higher in his patients than in those 
exposed to conventional treatments. His academic 
credentials were checked in his home country and at 
the time he claimed to have been in medical school his 

official records showed that he had been in jail. 

him, paying large fees in order to do so. Politicians entered 
the battle decrying those who took away hope from the 
dying. At the same time Medical Boards were carefully 
scrutinizing the activities of the bogus doctor. Commenting 
later they said they were unwilling to move for to do so 
would be hurtful to many for they too had a responsibility 
not only to apprehend the charlatan but also to protect 
the patients.
who had put their trust in him. They, too, were reluctant to 
take away hope. Success, it seems, had made our man 
more comfortable and he moved to California. 
Unfortunately for him the responsible authorities were more 
concerned with results than with promises and our cancer 
specialist finished up in a Californian jail charged with 
fraud and perjury.

Declaring frame-up, his patients lobbied for his being 
allowed to continue with his work and he managed to 
set up a clinic in the Cook Islands and patients followed

Rarely we encounter not false hope but rather action that 
leads to resolution. One example of such occurred a few 
months ago when a speaker at a Question and Answer 
Forum on the National Broadcaster arrived with a visitor and 
gave an address on an earlier experience which involved 
her being raped. She stated that she had been humiliated, 
hurt, disgusted and determined to have revenge. Some 
time after this incident she realised that the pain and the 
reliving of the episode were controlling her life. She finally 
decided to forgive the one who had betrayed her, and 
now he was her companion at the broadcast. She began 
to recover her strength and her ability to experience 
joy and to forgive. The freedom this change made to her 
was dramatic. She began to tour the world to speak of the 
power she was experiencing and (…)
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Reflections on
HOPE (part II)

(…) eventually invited her attacker to accompany her. studies have used approaches derived from ancient
spiritual techniques and the encouraging results have led 
researchers to explore Chinese, Tibetan, and South 
American texts. The Christian view as stated in the letter to
the Hebrews clarifies the situation, and in Hebrews 11:1-3 
states: “Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the
conviction of things not seen. For by it the men of old
received divine approval. By faith we understand that the
world was created by the word of God, so that what is 
seen was made out of things which do not appear”
In 1 Corinthians 13 we read that the great Christian virtues 
are ‘Faith, Hope and Love’, however the three are inter-
twined. You can’t have one without the others. 

The relationship between them was healed and their 
commitment to each other was profound and had been 
long lasting. An interesting aspect of her willingness to 
speak of her ordeal was the anger in many of her 
listeners. The possibility of forgiveness and reconciliation 
was not acceptable to many in the audiences she spoke 
with and the rage directed at her partner and often to 
herself was intense. Reviewers praised highly the book 
with The Sunday Times saying “Hats Off” to Elva and 
Stranger, while the Svenska Dagblat spoke of the 
remarkable empathy and courage of both writers. The 
Book is called ‘South of Forgiveness’).

A number of studies have shown that meditation, prayer, 
even with participants at some distance have altered the
outcome for those with a terminal illness. Many of these 

Another example might illustrate the points I am attemp-
ting to make. The reference is to Apollo 13 which on its
return to Earth ran into difficulties. Of the earlier twelve 
Apollo journeys two had been disasters. To most 
observers the return in this case was also such (…)

**15



Reflections on
HOPE (part II)

(…) that a disaster was inevitable, and even the graphic 
description by Brandt and Eagleman , (The Runaway 
Species, Canongate, 2017), can barely do it justice. The 

heads of the NASA exercise (Kranz) upon receiving the 
message that all hope was lost, knew that all that could 
be thought of had been tried. Every manoeuvre known 
had been tried and had failed. Tissues, old socks, pieces 
of paper, everything that could be thought of were within 
Apollo 13 and at the NASA site were used. Everything tried 
had failed. The hopes for a solution were close to zero. 
Fuel, water electricity and air the use of were running out. 

(…) people have got to believe, that this crew is coming 
home.” (The authors of the book go on to give the most vivid 
account of paper stoppers, fanciful objects, any odd piece 
of rubber or material which earlier had been considered 
rubbish which a summary of their summary can only hint at.

The head of the project on land, Dr Kranz, had sent the 
helpless crew and the assembled staff a message: ‘When 
you leave this room , you must leave believing that this 
crew is coming home. I don’t give a damn about the 
odds and I don’t give a damn that we’ve never done 
anything like this before... You’ve got to believe, your

The authors go on: ‘Everything was now irreversible ... The 
control room was absolutely silent.. The only noises were the 
hum of the electronics, the buzz of the air conditioning, and 
the occasional click of a Zippo lighter snapping open ... No 
one moved, as if everyone were chained to his console’, A 
minute and half later, word reached the control room: 
Apollo 13 is safe. The staff erupts into cheering. The normally 
stoic Kranz breaks down and weeps.

What has happened ? Is this a case of ‘Hope’ (…)
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Reflections on
HOPE (part II)

(…) that worked ? Is it a different type of hope? Perhaps it 
has nothing to do with hope at all. Is this a real miracle ? 
One of my teachers defined ‘a miracle’as ‘something at 

which I am amazed’ but with the changes occurring in so 
many areas this is no longer satisfying, An extraordinary, 
impossible event, totally beyond human prediction, has 
occurred. Is this what Hope is about ? Could it be some form 
of contact with the supernatural. Few would accept this
explanation although many would accept that we have 
seen an answer to a prayer. Perhaps more would accept 
that an amazing event occurred and be content with such
an explanation.

A major event with world wide repercussions occurred in 
July of 2018. A band of Thai schoolboys set out to celebrate
their victory in a school football competition. The group of 
twelve were accompanied by their coach, a 25 year old

migrant from another Asian country. Riding their bicycles
they arrived at the mouth of a large cave, the entrance
being in the side of a mountain range.

Leaving their bicycles outside the cave the group set out 
to explore only to find they were trapped by a further
sudden downpour which forced them further into the
mountain, in a series of tunnels many of which had filled
with deep water. With the failure of the boys to return and
the discovery of their bicycles outside the caves observers
realized the team had disappeared and were trapped by
the rising water. No contact was made for 9 days, the boys 

had no food, apart from a few sweets, no changes of 
clothes, no lights and were surrounded by swirling currents
of water. Fresh water was obtained from the drippings
from the roof and walls. Unbeknown to the group an
expert cave diver had gone into the caves but had been 
trapped by rising water and with less opportunity to get 
more oxygen suffocated and although his body was 
returned to the cave he could not be resuscitated. 

The boys were finally found 2.4 Km inside the caves, cut 
off from contact with the outside and without light of any
sort. Cave divers from Thailand, the US, the UK and
Australia were called in and could gained access to the
lads who were trapped. The boys could now be fed with
packages of food, and breathe through cylinders of 
oxygen brought in by teams of divers. Despite losing great
amounts of weight the spirits remained high. In one place
the height of the cave was only 34 cm high and transfer of 

materials very difficult. (…)
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Reflections on
HOPE (part II)

(…) Some of the more experienced cave divers confiden-
tially said they could get the boys out but many would not
survive.

The transfers were successful, taking two days to
accomplish, and the boys were taken directly to hospital, 
each in a separate ambulance as it was thought with the
scratches and minor problems each was susceptible to

infection and malnutrition. For many days the boys were
kept apart from their families being able to see them only
through large windows
The coach and two of the boys were from Myanmar, 
people not often made welcome in Thailand, but race, 
culture and religion mattered little. Of the hundreds, possibly
thousands of people who came many came from many
countries around the world differences were found to be
unimportant, and as teams worked together, compassion

and cooperation were norms. The unspoken question 
for many of the professionals was how many can we get 
out alive?
As the last boy was led from the caves and taken to hospital
many began to speak of the miracle which had just
occurred.. Many were able to speak freely of the
transformative nature of the extraordinary experience they
had either been directly a part of in co-operation, patience, 
thoughtfulness for others, compassion for the boys and for
the waiting families were present both within and without 
the cave areas. In short an expression of loving supported
the crowd. Doubt was replaced by ‘hope’ and unheard of 
actions appeared,
The Thai government will make the Myanmar boys and
coach full Thai citizens and divers from other countries are 
already being recognized for the amazing outcome. Many
of the searchers said they did not think all, if any, of the
team would be rescued and yet the all the (…)

The coach who had spent time in a monastery had been 
taught to meditate and was able to teach the group to
meditate. Hundreds of people of all races, religions, and
occupations waited to assist. A separate ambulance was 
available for each boy should it be required, and
eventually cameras were installed in the final cave and

the boys could see their mothers and even send letters to
them.
Finally as the storm clouds of the monsoon began to
gather and major storms were forecast it was decided to
evacuate the boys. Sleds with a diver at either end were
used and the boys were anaesthetized and removed in 
groups of four at a time and slowly evacuated. 

© AFP
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(…) boys and the coach were in hospital thanking their res-

cuers. 

A general comment heard often was ‘why can’t it always
be like this’; a great thought but any observer who
watched, prayed and celebrated had a loving experience
and in terms of the Christian view had a spiritual 
experience, difficult to name but something close to the 
idea of ‘Hope’
An extraordinary, impossible event, totally beyond human 
prediction has occurred. Is this what Hope is about?
Could it be some form of contact with the supernatural. 
Few would accept this explanation although many would
accept that we have seen an answer to a prayer. Perhaps
more would accept that an amazing event occurred and
be content with such an explanation.

the sharing, the concern, the acceptance regard-
less of race, culture or religion and the love was present 
everywhere, these all expressions of our faith and known as 
Hope.
The Christian scriptures celebrate the link between ‘faith, 
hope, and love’ with the greatest of all three being love. 
These notes describe the connections in life for all those
committed to a spiritual path. The gift of the journey is well 
worth while exploring

I would like to thank my wife and partner of 58 years, Dr. 
Margaret McLeod PhD, for her support in the preparation
of these notes.

Prof. Em. William McLeod
BA, MDBS, DPM, KSJ,

Aros Cdry.

Reflections on
HOPE (part II)

A general comment heard often was ‘why can’t it always
be like this’ a great thought but the acknowledgement of
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Our Priory remains firmly grounded in the ‘real-world 
values’,  understanding clearly that  current events 
internationally will without doubt bring a new set of 
challenges for each of us personally; and also to the 
ancient Order of Saint John. 

The year ahead will require renewed efforts as we 

consolidate the achievements which our increased 
membership and participation brings to furthering the 
work of the Order. The Priory’s growth rate far exceeds the 
number of Dames and Knights who have been called to 
higher service, or through ill health or infirmity have 
relinquished full membership. In planning our Activities and 
Events Diary, we have endeavoured to ensure that there 
are varied choices for engagement through fellowship, 
worship, and fund raising for worthy causes. This has been 

achieved because of the number of Commanderies and 
Groups which comprise our Priory. The Victorian Priory has 
held three investitures in 2018, the most recent being held 
in Melbourne (Victoria) and Hobart (Tasmania). A total of 
17 carefully vetted and highly recommended new Dames 
and Knights, including an Aspirant from the South 
Australian Priory have swelled our ranks. 

In 2017 the Tasmania Commandery launched the Doone

Kennedy Memorial Fund to support refugees.
In June of the same year the Commandery received a

submission from Catholic Care for Wadeed and Nida 
Sbat who are both qualified dentists, and who fled war 
torn Syria in October 2016 with their two children. As 
persecuted Christians it was untenable for them to 
remain and they successfully applied for relocation to 
Tasman-ia. They sought assistance from Catholic Care 
to have their qualifications recognised in Australia. 
Seeking advice from the Australian Dental Association it 
became evident that this would be not only a costly 
process but a long and complicated one. To date the 
Doone Kennedy Memorial Fund has supported them in 
funding their application which has now been appro-
ved and also helped fund their written examination 
which they will undertake in September this year (2018).
(…)

GENERAL REPORT 
VICTORIA AND TASMANIA (AU)
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Knights and Dames in St. John, 

Wadeed and Nida Sbat



(…) Sadly, three of our longer serving members recently 
passed away: Chevalier Geoff Neilson AM GCSJ, (invested 
in 1995), Chevalier Max Chester OAM CJSJ (invested in 
1989) and Chevalier Major Joseph Thursky MBE KJSJ 
(invested in 1982). The Priory has extended its deepest 
sympathies to their families and friends.

Together with the Grand Priory Council and the South 
Australian Priory, we hosted a highly valued visit by His 
Excellency Grand Commander, Conventual Bailiff Paul 
Borg, OSJ Malta. A report of his travels and experiences 
was earlier circulated throughout the International family of 
the Order of St John and our own members.

Yours in the Service of the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem,

Dame Barbara Abley AM CJSJ FACN
Prior of Victoria

Cdries. of Geelong & Tasmania, Ballarat Founding Group, 
Gippsland Peninsula Group,

Melbourne – Metro Group & New Zealand
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WE WANT 

YOU 
for The International Herald !    

Make yourself heard, from all OSJ units. 
We DO want to know how you are doing over 
there on our motto Pro Fide, the pro Utilitate Hominum !

Send your contributions in Word format and in 
pictures soon for the next 04/2018 edition to
Lambrechtnot@skynet.be, by Sunday November 25th to come
at the latest. 

Many thanks !
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James J.  Doran, KGSJ,
Herald,

New York 
Commandery

NEW YORK COMMANDERY RENEWS CUMAC
Passaic, New Jersey, September 13th, 2018

HE Ann Van Ness, Prior of the Americas Priory, announced the renewal of a relationship with CUMAC, one of New Jersey's
largest anti-hunger organizations. CUMAC serves New Jersey communities through food pantries, disaster relief services, 
supportive housing, seasonal programs and more. CUMAC connects restaurants, supermarkets, farmers and other food 
sources with agencies and individuals in need. It may surprise the reader to know that in 7 persons in the USA live with
hunger.

CUMAC held its Annual Fundraiser on 13th September in Passaic, New Jersey at which a number of the state's top chefs 
banded together to support CUMAC in a tasting event. The New York Commandery of OSJ was represented by HE Prior 
Van Ness and Commandery Herald JJ Doran. CUMAC Executive Director, Mr Mark Dinglasan acknowledged OSJ's
extensive support of his group, and thanked Prior Van Ness for the contribution of a refrigerated delivery truck--a vital
component which transports food from sources to the end users.

CHARITY: CUMAC PROJECT
NEW YORK Commandery (USA) 
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Chevalier Doran stated, "It is a long-standing tradition in the New 
York Priory to establish durable relationships with charitable orga-
nizations that we know and with which OSJ can have a true
impact". The Prior announced that the next opportunity to
demonstrate that support would take place at the Commande-
ry's 2018 Holiday Gala, to be held on 30th November at the
historic and iconic Metropolitan Club in New York City. The 
Commandery extends imitations to all Dames and Knights pf the
Order worldwide to join them in supporting this noble cause.



REFLECTIONS 
on EUTHANASIA

REFLECTIONS on EUTHANASIA
Law and Practice in Belgium

It is not because a law is widely accepted by the popu-
lation, that it is a good law. Already at the time the Bel-
gian euthanasia law was being discussed in parliament 
(it was voted in 2002), many observers inside and outside 
Belgium anticipated and feared unintended side effects 
and undesirable developments (the ‘slippery slope’). 

Unfortunately, they have been proven right in many 
respects. Part of these effects and developments is 
undoubtedly due to the sloppiness of control of the 
application of the law, not to mention the incredible 
fact that the Commission for Control and Assessment 
was not only presided by a notorious and zealous 
advocate of euthanasia, but itself became the 
protagonist of ever new and wider interpretations of the 
law with respect to new categories of potential 

candidates.  

Proponents argued that a general euthanasia law was 
necessary to bring an already existing practice under 
control and to juridically protect both doctors and 
patients involved. This has been falsified by the fact that 
many cases of euthanasia still go undeclared even 
today; nobody knows the real amount of cases. Without 
any doubt euthanasia does not always happen at the 

request of the patient. It is common knowledge there is 
pressure sometimes by the family; also, stories of ‘mercy

killings’ by medical staff appeared in the media from 
time to time. Lobby groups quickly pressured 
lawmakers and doctors to stretch the extension of the 

law to ever new categories of persons in distress, even 
patients who are not in a terminal situation at all, or

who cannot possibly be in the required condition of 
real autonomy (such as psychiatric patients, or children 
under age). In the first fifteen years or so of euthanasia 
practice in Belgium only one problematic case has 
been transferred to the judiciary. This happened only 

after an Australian (!) television program investigated 
the particular case in Antwerp. Once the law was in 
place, the general public very quickly came to see 
euthanasia not as the law defines it (as an act for 
which doctors will not be prosecuted if specific and 
strict conditions are obeyed), but as an (…)
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REFLECTIONS 
on EUTHANASIA

(…) individual right overriding the age old moral prohibition of 
actively and intentionally taking a human life. One political 
party recently even proposed to inscribe the ‘human right’ to 
euthanasia in the Belgian constitution. 

There are other side effects as well. The law de facto imposes 
the tragic decision of euthanasia on doctors alone. They 
alone can and must take the final decision. It is the patient 
who claims to suffer unbearably, but it is the doctor who has 
to make the final judgment (he/she has to have a second 
opinion from another doctor, but does not have to comply 
with it). Paradoxically, this final judgment is not a (strictly) 
medical judgment at all, since it relies on the subjective 
appreciation by the doctor of what the (supposedly 
autonomous) patient calls his or her unbearable suffering. Are 
all medical doctors suddenly qualified psychologists or 
psychiatrists? Another important issue should be mentioned

as well. What about doctors or nurses who, for 
reasons of conscience, object to participate in the act 
of euthanasia? In Belgium they are now accused (often 
by other doctors and nurses) of lacking empathy for 
their patients, or of obstructing the workflow in the 
clinic. Non-medical institutions like care centers for the 
elderly who, for whatever reasons (religious or not), do 
not want euthanasia within their walls are now threa-
tened with (legal and financial) sanctions. There is dis-
agreement as to what exactly the law says in this 
respect; but again, such institutions are already accu-
sed in public of lacking in due care for their elderly. No 
wonder some give up their resistance and in the end 
choose not to lose their share in the market (as is well 

known, this has been the case with the Brothers of 
Charity in Belgium). (…)
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REFLECTIONS 
on EUTHANASIA

(…) Another side effect is that, because of the exclusive 
importance in fact given to the criterion of autonomy, 
nearest of kin are sometimes excluded from even being 
consulted in connection with the euthanasia of their 
closest relatives. Sometimes, to their great distress, they find 
out only after the fact (several cases are mentioned in 
‘Letter from Belgium’, an extensive coverage of the 
application of the euthanasia law in Belgium, by Rachel 
Aviv in The New Yorker June 22, 2015, entitled “The Death 
Treatment. When should people with a non-terminal illness 
be helped to die?”). One last, truly important side effect 
should be mentioned: it is the impact of wide spread 
euthanasia (the numbers increasing year after year, in all 
categories) on fundamental conceptions present in our 
society (as in any society): what is a meaningful life, what is 
the significance of death, how do we seen old age and 
old people, how do we see severely handicapped people, 
or people living long periods of depression. The extreme 
importance given to individual autonomy with respect to 
ending one’s own life at will seems to completely override 
attention for the impact the practice of euthanasia, 
considered as something ordinary, must have on people’s 
conception of the good life and the common good.

A final issue concerns the motives frequently invoked by 
patients (or their family) as appropriate and sufficient to 
obtain euthanasia: e.g., being in an ‘inhuman’ condition, 
or – more recently - finding one’s life is ‘complete’ (it 
making ‘no sense’ to go on living, this itself being seen as a 
source of unbearable suffering). Both motives are (in

Belgium as in the Netherlands) in practice accepted as 
sufficient reason to obtain euthanasia - that is, even if one is 
not in a terminal position at all. It is obvious that these 
motives should be taken seriously; they express real suffering 
in patients - suffering that should be responded to. But the 
question is whether they are indeed appropriate and

sufficient to obtain euthanasia. If these motives are accepted 
within the practice of the law (as indeed they are), the law 
itself seems to agree that being in certain conditions is 
‘inhuman’ and incompatible with human dignity. But human 
dignity applies to human beings whatever the condition they 
may be in. It is precisely in ‘inhuman’ conditions that people 
because of their inalienable human dignity (…)
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(…) have to be respected, to be taken care of and 
helped with all means. It is of course possible that old 
(but today also many young) people think that to go 
on living as they do seems utterly senseless and 
becomes an unbearable burden to them. But instead 
of this situation being accepted as a sufficient reason 

for euthanasia, should it not rather be an incentive to 
provide more, and more appropriate care for people 
in such forms of distress. Is it not really paradoxical that 
care should take the form of eliminating life? And 
what about other, comparable categories of people 
whose life is today considered more and more as 
‘senseless’ by many: people with severe disabilities; 
people with dementia; young people in depression or 
simply fed up with life; etcetera. They too may judge 
themselves to be in the required condition: do they 
now all ‘deserve’ euthanasia? Of course one may 
object that the law provides a possibility only for the 
restricted number of people freely (really freely?) 
choosing it. But are the ever growing numbers of 
euthanasia in whatever category not an indication 
that something is going seriously wrong here? Pro 
euthanasia groups in the Netherlands now even 
advocate the right of each individual to be able to 
obtain the end of life pill; paternalism should be 
stopped for good, so they say. Is this then the ultimate 
logical development ?

For legislators in other countries considering the 
implementation of a general euthanasia law along 
similar lines as in Belgium and the Netherlands, the real 
question seems to be this: does the lawful possibility for

REFLECTIONS 
on EUTHANASIA

people to practically freely choose their own death 
through medically assisted euthanasia outweigh the societal 
and individual side effects mentioned? That these side effects 
do obtain in fact can no longer be doubted in view of what

happened and happens in the ongoing socio-political 
experiment with euthanasia both in Belgium and the Nether-
lands. Due to the prevailing mentality in both countries, it is 
completely unlikely that the law will be revoked in the short or 
even the medium term. But at least after more than fifteen 
years, the law and especially its application and control should 
be properly evaluated by international experts (Belgium has 
been strongly condemned by international organi-
zations for allowing euthanasia for  (…)
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on EUTHANASIA

(…) psychiatric patients). What should be the priority, it seems to 
me, is the elaboration and extension of palliative care, not the 
policy, now adopted in Belgium, to provide ever more catego-
ries even of non-terminal patients with an instrument to end their 
lives at will.

Criticism of the euthanasia law does not imply condemnation of 
individuals being in situations that make them ask for euthana-
sia. It is possible to be in a state of physical, psychological, or 
existential suffering such that a wish to end one’s life is under-

standable. What has been at stake in this reflection is not the 
morality of individuals, but whether the practice of euthanasia 
endorsed by a general law is the appropriate institutional policy 
to deal with such situations.

Further reading: David Albert Jones, Chris Gastmans & Calum
MacKellar (eds.),  Euthanasia and Assisted Suicide. Lessons from 
Belgium. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2017, ISBN 
9781107198869

Herman DE DIJN, CGSJ
Prof. Em., 

Philosophy dept., 
Catholic University of Leuven (B).
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CHARITY: CANUCK PLACE 
Vancouver (CAN)

Caring environment for children with
incurable diseases

In the 1990's my wife Mary's family and their hockey team, 
the Vancouver Canucks helped to found and fund 
Canuck Place, a beautiful mansion in the most 
prestigious area of Vancouver, to create a beautiful, 
caring environment for children with incurable diseases, a 
place where they and their parents could share the last 
months of their short lives. 

Vancouver did not have a childrens palliative hospice until 
my wife’s family, the Griffiths, joined by some others, funded 
the creation of Canuck Place, named after the NHL 
hockey team that the family owned, the Vancouver 
Canucks. The team provides support to this day.

Mr. Frank Griffiths got the city to share their vision and the 

city contributed a magnificent estate in Shaugnessy, the 
most prestigious living area in Vancouver. Glen Brae Manor 
was built by a lumber baron in 1910 and became Canuck 
Place in 1995. The 16,000 square feet mansion provides end 
(…)
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CHARITY: CANUCK PLACE 
Vancouver (CAN)

(…) of life medical care and compassion for children and ac-
commodation for their parents if they are coming from out of 
town. 
My wife Mary was on the board of directors for many years 
and I have been there many times. It is a heart breaking 
experience when you know the children you meet are dying, 
but at the same time it is wonderful to know that they are 
getting much love and comfort.
I was a Director of Gildan for many years and on my retirement 
I received a $10,000 check to give to charity. In the spirit of our 
Order’s goal to support palliative care I could think of no 
better place than to give the money to Canuck Place.
It is a joy and an inspiration to be there with the amazing staff
that cares so deeply for the children and at the same time 
each visit there brings you to tears, knowing what short lives
the young patients have.

This year I retired from the board of Gildan, and they gave me 
$10,000 to give to a charity of my choice and in the spirit of 
OSJ's palliative care mission I presented it to Canuck Place.

Klaus PRIEBE, KCJSJ, GCSJ, MMSJ,
Florida Cdry., 
former Sec. Gen. North America; 
former ADC to 3 Grand Priors; 
former Judge Supreme Court
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Oscarsborg & Akerhus Events

Brothers and Sisters. I have earlier written about our two main events 
during the autumn here in Norway where we at two different 

occasions on historical grounds in Norway work for children and 
youth, with families, affected by cancer. This time I want to focus on 
our helping hands that use their spare time to help the needed. 25th

of August on fantastic Oscarsborg, an important former military
fortress from World War 2, on an island in the 
Oslo fjord 150 invited and 20 helpers from Aas a 

newly formed East County Hospitaler groups 
together with the county Children Cancer 
Association had a wonderful day out in a 
typical late summer Saturday her in the south 
east of Norway. There was a free ferry trip from 
land to the island, barbecueing, RIB-driving 
(Rigid-inflatable-boat) on the fjord and heli-
copter sightseeing. Four fantastic hours full of 
fun and socializing for the kids and families with
others that have gone through much of the same tough 

experiences as them self. Several knights, and helpers for 

many years together made this day a success. 

Our youngest rectruit Max, 9 years old, had his friend with 

him this time, and our youngster recruit for 3 years, Petter,  

brought with him 2 friends, Malik and Sebastian, that for 

the first time contributed, and Ilka and her daughter also 

had the Malteser west on for the first time. Newly formed 

East County Hospitaler group also contributed, and leader 

Are Kristensen had with him his new recruit Knut and (…)

CHARITY: OSCARSBORG & AKERSHUS Child Cancer patients leasure day EVENTS
St-Sunniva Cdry (NOR)



https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMBQnZczyD0

On Saint-Sunniva and the Island of Selja:

CHARITY: OSCARSBORG & Akershus Child Cancer patients leasure day events
St-Sunniva Cdry (NOR)
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(…) his wife, who already has helped on several occasions with our 
cloth-to-latvia projects and fast proven to be a valuable member.

Two weeks later in Oslo on the fortress of Akershus, situated in the 
middle of the city by the fjord, Aas Maltesergroup have helped The 
Norwegian Sarkomer Association and The Norwegian Radium 
Hospital with their yearly event for all affected by Sarkomer cancer. 

We provide the event with gifts to the 
children, soda and food for barbecueing, 
and together with The Veterans Association 
at the Norwegian Military we barbeque and 
serve nearly 300 burgers and hotdogs, fee-
ding around 300 people. For entertainment 
for the children the Motorcycle veterans 
brought their motorcycles and safety motor-
cycles jackets and helmets for children, and 
offered exiting trips around the city, and new 
from this year was the military veteran vehicle 
group “Little-detroit of Norway” that came 
with 4 old WW2 veteran vehicles driving the 
children and parents around the fortress 
area. Thanks to the veterans that always 
delivers, and to all our other helpers

also here. Many of the same people of course, but also some new 
faces that gives us hope for future growth in our organization. Sanne 
Kristensen, 15 year old, contributed for the first time, and Ilka and her 
daughter ones again meet and helped us. Fantastic people using 
their spare time on a Saturday to help us. Thank You all, knight, 
dame, recruitsm helpers and sponsors for your valuable effort on 
both occasions ! (…)

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMBQnZczyD0
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CHARITY: OSCARSBORG & AKERSHUS Child Cancer patients leasure day EVENTS
St-Sunniva Cdry (NOR)



Frank Jakobsen, CJSJ,
Commander 

St. Sunniva Commandery, Norway,
Prior, Nordic Priory.  
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(…) Brothers and sisters. Without you, our fantastic helpers, may 
they be a knight, dame, a recruit or helping hand for just that 
particular day, all this described could not have happened.  Take 
well care of your staff, recruits and helpers, of all ages and rank. 
They are our future, but could also be our destiny if we not 
continue to guide and include them in our common struggle.

CHARITY: OSCARSBORG & AKERSHUS Child Cancer patients leasure day EVENTS
St-Sunniva Cdry (NOR)



REFLECTIONS on
the PURPOSE of MEDITATION 

Inez Vermeulen, DSJ,
Loon Commandery,

Low Countries (B) 

True meditation makes you transcend your thoughts, your mind, your ego. You evolve into a higher consciousness. This 
natural evolution is possible for everyone. 
There are three stages of meditation. The first stage we may call the physical meditation, which is semi-sleep. After 
overcoming this drowsiness while meditating, you then confront your emotions, which brings disturbance or restlessness. When 
emotions subside, you enter the third stage where you confront your thoughts. This is where you start reflecting, witnessing,
letting go and truly begin to relax. As you confront your thoughts in a rational way, that is where meditation begins. 
As you subside or overcome your emotions, you stop fighting with your thoughts. Only at this stage your mind is neutral and 
can let go of thoughts. Relaxation begins and you begin to get into the transcendental region. That is the real value of 
meditation. How long this process takes depends on when you decide to pierce through your barriers of drowsiness, emotions 
and thoughts to something beyond. As long as your mind is disturbed you cannot meditate. When you balance your 
emotions, you can calmly confront your rational mind. Innumerable thoughts come to us, try to observe them, let them come 

and go. Just be a quiet witness. Your mind will gradually relax. This is the starting point of meditation. 
If you want to meditate, balance your mind. Then you will relax and God will appear to you. The Light will shine. Meditation is 
the secret of Enlightenment. It is the last stage before God Realization. 
As you begin to explore yourself, you will purify your mind body of any blockages and you will see that all possibilities are
within you. God has given us our mind, body and soul as instruments, it is up to us to keep them clean.  Faith is required which
will truly make you religious. Purify your mind, balance your emotions and see: Light is there. That is the work of meditation. It is 
not a technique. Meditation is seeing through a peaceful mind. 
God is free. God is light. God is consciousness. God is everywhere. Jesus is a Realized Soul and is free. You also could be free, 
provided you intensely care for this freedom. Only wanting nearness with God or Jesus has no meaning. Are you ready for this 

nearness? Have you fulfilled the requirements? Do you have sufficient devotion? Do you do what he tells you to do? Have 
you not slipped with many things? Have you not been complacent, negligent, careless or wasteful? 
If you become vigilant, intense, devoted, faithful and honest, God will just carry you. You do not need to be desperate about
getting Him. Attaining the Ultimate Light or God, requires just a few things. Are you intense about it? Are you truthful ? Do you 
have enough faith and devotion to make Him do it for you? God knows your heart and mind, what you are thinking, what 
you want and what you can hold on to. When you achieve sincere faith, you will meditate
beautifully.  John 6:40: “ For my Father’s will is that everyone who looks to the Son and 
believes in him shall have eternal life, and I will raise them up at the last day.”
Source: Eternal Truth by Swami Amar Jyoti
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A SPLENDID WEEK FOR THE OSJ 
IN ADELAIDE

Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia. Built on 
a plain between the coast and the ranges, Adelaide 
has a population of 1.1million people. It is a multicultu-
ral city. It is perhaps the most pleasant city in Australia.

The Order of St John began in Australia 46 years ago. 
The Adelaide Priory has over eighty dames and che-
valiers. Every year about five new members are 
added. The annual investiture for 2018 was one of four 
important happenings that made the last week of 
August a truly “splendid week” for the Order of St John.

First, we welcomed to Adelaide our special visitor from 

Malta, Grand Commander HE Bailiff Paul Borg OSJ. He 
shared with us, adding lustre to all aspects of this our 
“splendid week”. The Grand Commander was guest 
speaker at our Reception and a few days later at our 
Investiture he “bestowed the Accolades” on our new 
Chevaliers and Dame. (…)

INVESTITURE and SIEGE OF MALTA reception
Adelaide Priory (AUS)
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INVESTITURE and SIEGE OF MALTA Reception
Adelaide Priory (AUS)

(…) Second, on the Wednesday evening we held our 
annual Reception to celebrate the 1565 victory in the 
Siege of Malta. This was a colourful and elegant event in a 

packed hall, our guests very conscious of the history of our 
Order. Together with the Grand Commander was our other 
special guest from Melbourne, the Grand Prior of Australia, 
HE Bailiff Peter Wiltshire OSJ. Scores of our own knights and 
dames attended, together with their spouses, all led by our 
Prior of South Australia, Chevalier The Honourable David 
Wotton AM CJSJ and his wife, Mrs Jill Wotton. Six leaders of 
our South Australian Maltese community attended, inclu-
ding the President of the Maltese Council, the Chairman of 

the Maltese Guild and the resident Honorary Consul for 
Malta.

Third, our church service of Investiture was held on the 
Saturday morning at Christ Church, North Adelaide. This 
was the best attended and the most inspiring that all of us 
can remember. We sang the national anthems of Australia 
and of Malta. We heard Scripture readings from Exodus 
and Mark’s Gospel. We were moved in our hearts by the 

Homily given by our Australian Prelate (and resident of 
Tasmania), Chevalier Rev’d Canon David O’Neill KJSJ. Our 
own choir, the Order of St John Choristers directed by Mrs 
Rachel Evans, for the first time led us in our hymn singing. 
We prayed, remembering the founder of our Order: 
“Almighty and ever living God…. we praise you for the life 
and work of Brother Gerard. As he lived out the 
Commission of your Son to care for all people, may we also 
be inspired by his example of love.” All of us, wearing our 
long red mantles and the other insignia of our (…)
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Dr. Baden TEAGUE, KGSJ,
Adelaide Priory

(…) Order, welcomed our newly invested members, Dame 

Julie Potts DSJ and Chevaliers Gary Lines KSJ, John Spencer 
OAM KSJ and Geoffrey Walsh KSJ.

“our Order to be known in our local society and 
church community as a humanitarian organisation 

having the ability, competence and commitment to 
work for people in need.”

Over the last three decades our Order of St John here 
in South Australia has cared for the sick, in part, by its 
support of the Mary Potter Hospice at Calvary 
Hospital in North Adelaide by donating in total some 
$300,000. This Hospice provides wonderful care and 
truly Christian hospitality to many who, week by week, 
are dying from cancer. We are a Hospitaller Order of 
St John the Baptist, founded in Jerusalem almost one 
thousand years ago. 

This last week of August 2018 has seen many echoes 
and some new energies that have made it for our 
Order in Adelaide such a “splendid week”.

INVESTITURE and SIEGE OF MALTA reception
Adelaide Priory (AUS)
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Fourth, we all moved on from the Church to the restaurant, 
The Adelaide Pavilion, for a very happy Investiture Lun-
cheon. Enjoying good food and excellent local wines, we 
welcomed and celebrated our new members who were 
joined by spouses and family members. In everyone’s 
place was a special OSJ-Adelaide booklet which set out 
biographies and photographs of our newly invested 
knights and dame, together with a brief history of our 
Order accompanied by illustrations and photographs. One 
especially good photograph is of our (international 
leader), the Lieutenant Grand Master HE Bailiff Peter 
Gabrielsen OSJ who lives in Denmark. Our SA Prior, 
Chevalier David Wotton AM CJSJ proposed the toast to 
our new members, under-lining our continuing vision for



International obituary:

It is pleasure to announce once more that no Knight or Dame active on the international level has been called to join

our Lord. Several members in diffferent Priories unfortunately passed away from this life: our deepest gratitude remains for

their achievements and fraternity within and beyond the Order. May they all rest in the peace of our Lord ! 

Elections and Nominations:

No messages reached us on this matter.

LITTLE WORD FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Brothers & Sisters in Arms, I hope you’ll enjoy this 3/2018 edition. From different corners of the OSJ-world, nice things

swarmed in, mostly ‘around’ the deadline ☺. 

Keep up the good work, and do NOT forget to send me content in Word and pictures by the end November to come, at 
the latest ☺ ! Awaiting all that is storming in for the next 04/2018 issue on my e-mail adress notaris@notarislambrecht.be, I 
do absolutely remain,

Yours most sincerely in X° and St-John.

Jan Lambrecht, GCSJ, 

Editor

PERSONALIA
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